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The Proper Place of Nature 

I • FOUNDATIONS FOil UTOPIA

The aim of feminism is to transform the present state of 
things, which leaves a good deal to be desired, in_t� some
thing which is as it should be for women. �ny fem1n1st who
wants to set about her work systematically, therefore, 
should start with as clear a vision as possible of what such an 
ideal world would look like. 

The trouble with some planners of utopias, howeve�, is 
that in their endeavours to describe the best of all possible 
worlds they forget that plans for anything have to take 
account of the situation in which they are to be used. Very 
often the designs produced are of a sort which would have 
been excellent if we had been omnipotent and creating a new 
world out of nowhere, but are not in the least suitable for 
us, situated as we are, entirely dependent on the materials to 
hand and o'!r own skills in manipulating them. 

Th� �ns1:11table _sons of pl� arc the ones which go 1n for
descnbmg 1n detail both the mstitutions and so on which are
thought ideal, and the harmony, altruism happiness and 
freed�m �hi�h the idealist foresees as the �onsequences of
these _mstttuuons � the son of plan which states, for instance, 'The_ ideal for which we are aiming is a world where every
one 1s happy and fu1611ed,. everyone is economicaJJy equal,
central government organizes all industry, education and
welfare, men and women do the same kinds of k d
children are born artificially and reared by the 

wor ' . an ,
A d th h I f th. commun17c. n e reason w y p ans o 1s son arc not · bl · th th d . su1ta e or 
our purposes .LS at _cy mar escnbe states of affairs which 
are, for all we know, impossibk to achieve by ft• ki "th ..-or ngw1 
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the materials which are av�la�le. For instance, the nature of
people may. be such that 1t ts false that they are happiest
when working com�unally. However many possibilities
for change there are �n the. pres.ent world, even if they are
infinite, there must still be 1n6n1tely more imaginable states 
of affairs whic� could not possibly b� brought by natural
means out of this one (rather as the series of prime numbers 
is infinite, but does not contain all numbers). If the utopia 
we are supposed to be aiming for happens to be one of the 
impossible ones, we shall be wasting our time .. 

Perhaps someone will object to this. Surely, it may be 
said, we should be aiming for the best state of things we· can 
possibly imagine? Even if what we envisage does happen to 
be impossible, we shall do better by aiming for an ideal 
which is unattainable than by setting our sights lower from 
the start. However this argument, as it stands, is wrong. 
Even though we should of course aim as high as we can, that 
still does not justify planning an ideal which takes no 
account of practical possibilities. If you plan your ideal 
house without taking into account the nature of the ma
terials you have to deal with, without allowing for the fact 
that bricks cannot be supported by thin glass or foundations 
laid in quicksands, the result is not a splendid house whose 
only drawback is that it falls rather short of the impossible 
ideal; it is a total disaster. In the same way, any architect of 
a feminist utopia who makes her plans on the basis of the 
way she would have liked the world and the people in it to 
be, rather than on the basis of what they actually are, is 
almost certain to produce something far less good than if 
she had accepted the limitations of her materials from the 
start. Certainly we can always aim co change any particular 
thing we do not like, but in a system where everything is 
causally enmeshed with everything else, we have to allow 
for the fact that any such change involves changes in other 
things, and those may not be ones we want. . 

The moral of this for feminist (and other) 1deal1sts has 
nothing to do with settling for low standa�ds. It conce�ns
only the form plans should take. The most important thing
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is that our ideals should not commit us to any details about
the kinds of social arrangements which wiU be found in the 
ideal society. They should involve only general principles
which provide criteria for deading when one soci.ety is better

than another: principles like, for example, 'the ideal society
is one where there is the maximum total happiness', or
• everyone should be economically and socially equal, irre
spective of total happiness', or 'the most important thing is 
to maximize human achievement'. Having found acceptablt 
principles which take that kind of form, we shall always be 
in a position to decide between different possible kinds of 
society, and know whether or not things are improving. 

The advantage of working along these lines is that our 
ideals are cast in such a fonn as to allow for our ignorance of 
matters of fact. As our knowledge progresses, and we decide 
certain states of affairs are possible or impossible, we can 
use the guiding principles to adjust our political ideals. Of 
course we often have to act as though our present beliefs 
a bout matters of fact are true ; that all will be well if we have universally available creches, or make men and women as much al�ke as possihl�, o� get rid of capitalism, or whatever, but the unportant thing 1s not to get transfixed by theories suc.h as these, or elevate them to the status of dogma. All beliefs about matters of fact, apart from those which really are established beyond all reasonable doubt should be held endl�ssly open to revi_sion . That way w� have the best possible chance �f find ing o�t when our presumptions are wrong! and altenng our poluical course towards the idealaccordingly. 

Of course, however careful we are there is h 1 · h th haU not t es 1g tes guaranteld
e t adt �febever s 

h reach the best hossible state ofthe wor , an 1 y a7 c ance we did we s Id kn h d d h I I . OU not OW that we a an s ou a most certainly spoil it aJI b . to d o better. Nevertheless, finding out as rn h Y t'>:ing
about the nature of the world as it is is the on1c :! possi�le
can give us any reasona bl� hope of success. y ,:11 •Eg "!'�.1ch
should therefore be commuted to an unendin cmi�nsts
iced investigation of the nature of the world as,, unpre1u�--

1t actually 11•
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1 • THE RAW MATERIAL 

!he matter of finding out about t�e natures of things is ofimportance for everyone, but particularly so for feminists This is because there are large are� of controversy wher;alleged_�atters of fact are always being held up in opposition to fem1n1st arguments, and where feminists have the best possible reasons to argue that the traditional beliefs about these facts are wrong. Of these the most significant concerns 
the nature of women, and in particular the extent to which women differ, or do not differ, from men. Alleged differ
ences between men and women have always been used to 
justify the traditional position of women in society, and 
feminists have always argued that popular beliefs about 
these differences are unfounded. 

There are various reasons for suspecting that tradition is 
likely to be wrong. One obvious one is that most of the 
pronouncements about the natures of women and men have 
been made by men, most of whom can hardly count as 
disinterested observers. All dominant groups have strong 
motives for inventing unfounded theories about the people 
over whom they have the ascendancy, because in that way it 
is possible to carry on any degree of oppression in the 
disguise of perfect moral rectitude. Baden-Powell, fo_r in
stance, justified his withholding anaesthetics from Afncans 
by assening that they were less sensitive to pa�� t�� Euro
peans; comfortable beliefs about the dull sens1t1v1t1es of t�e 
lower classes allowed middle-class Victorians to remain 
complacent about the atrocious home and working condi
tio�s the inferior group had to suffer, an� many people now 
believe what they please about the f eehngs of animals� t!'
keep their consciences unruffled whenever t�e facts '?f vivi
section or factory farming are for�ed on their attennon_. In 
the same way, it is so much in the interests '!f men !0 �eheve 
that women like nothing better than devoting their lives to 
the care of men and their offspring, and that �yway w0!D.en
Would be quite incompetent to take on the kinds of activity 
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men have chosen to monopolize, that feminists arc e 
justified in being generally suspicious of maJe tlteories:i;::1r 
the nature of women. Ut 

However, that is not the only reason for thinking th traditional ideas about the natures of men and women 
at

h . h -Jikely to be wrong; t ere 1s anot er, even more fundamentaJ 
one. It is that even to the extent that co,:nm?n beliefs abou; 
the differences between the sex_es are 0�1ec_t1vely based, and 
not just the product of male wishful thinking, they are still
usually based only on differences between men and women 
as they appear. Men are seen to be interested in politics or 
business while women tend to talk about homes and men 
and babies; men are seen to have mechanical or business 
abilities while women are baffled when confronted with the 
engine of a car and don't know what to make of bank 
statements, and so on. But even to the extent that proposi
tions such as these stem from impartial observation (which
is true of by no means all of them) they are stiU not enough
to show that women and men really are different by nature. 
You cannot tell the nature of anything just by Jooking in a
casual and unsystematic way at how it appears, because 
whenever something is observed it is in some environment 
or other, and the total phenomenon results not only fo,fJm the
nature of the thing under observation, but also from the 
environment it is in. From the epistemological point of view 
the nature of anything is an abstraction; something which 
can �ever be seen di reedy, but can be inf erred, if enough 
care 1s. taken, by allowing for the influence of the environ
ment in _the total phenomenon. If, therefore, two things 
:C,pear d,ff�rent, thi:y �ay not be different in nature at all: cy mar s1mpJy be 1n different environments. And this, of course, 1s what most feminists claim about many of thealleged differences in nature between men and women. i 0� course the opposition resists the argument. Allowingor t e effects of the environment, it thinks, is somethingwe d_o as a matter of course. If we find one child speakin English an� another speaking French we need no hilos!opher to point out that the difference has nothing to lo with 
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their inherenJ natures. Ho_wever, although in many cases we
certainly do allow for the mfluence of environmental differ
ences on people's growth and behaviour, in order to do that
we must both be aware of those differences and understand
their significance, and_ the_feminist a�gument is that there are
all kinds of system�t1c d1ff erences 1n the environments of
men and women which are so subtle, or so universally taken 
for granted, _that they h_ave gone co?lpletely unnoticed or
are underestimated. It 1� only relattvely recently, for in
stance, that we have noticed that boy and girl children are 
differently treated almost from binh, or understood how 
radically eeople's performances are influenced by what is
expected of them. 

Because of the importance and subtlety of these system
atic differences in environment, people may easily be mis
taken about the nature of women and men in two different 
ways. They may be wrong both about the nature of adult
women and men as they actually are, and about the potential
of male and female children. If, for instance, we find that in 
general adult women are less good at concentrating on some 
task than adult men are, we do not have to insist that there 
must be some inherent difference between the sexes to 
account for it. We can speculate, as Simone de Beauvoir 
does, 1 that 'it is not a matter of mental weakness, of an 
inability to concentrate, but rather of division between 
interests difficult to reconcile'. The traditional demands 
made of women, which are now so familiar that we hardly 
notice them, make a great deal of cliff erence to how well 
they can concentrate on other things, and it is not at all 
unreasonable to think that if men were in the same position 
they would probably find just the same difficulty. And to 
the extent that adult women really are different in nature 
from adult men, rather than just appearing different because 
of the different environment in which they now find them
selves, this does not necessarily come from an innate differ
ence in the natures of males and females. If, as seems likely,
women in general really are more patient tha� men_, so t�at
they would act more patiently even in precisely identical
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situations, we could again follow Simone de Beauvoir 2 

dwonder whether this difference came from women's i, � 
bro�ght up relati'!ely '>OwerJess, .and therefore having 1:l!
choice but, to resign themselves to whatever they did n 
like. Perhaps with the same background men would ha!t

been the same. There is certainJy good reason to think so ' 
This must not be misu.nderstood

_. 
W�en w� say that 

women·s Jack of concentratJon, or their patience, 1s environ
mentally produced, we are not saying that women by nature 
are really singleminded or impatient, and that the present
environment has not shown them as they really are. It is not 
that we are now seeing women as they are not, 111d that if we

could get them into a different environment we should see
them as they really were. The point is that no single environ-
ment can show the nature of anything, because to know the 
nature of anything ( a woman, a lump of iron, x-rays,
mosquitoes or black hoJes) is to know its potential; that ifit 
is in one environment it will appear or behave in one way;
that if it is in another, it may be different. The reason we do 
not kno·w about the nature of women, and of course men, is 
not that we have seen them in the wrong environments, but 
that we have not seen them in enough different ones. You 
know something about the nature of iron if you know that 
it looks g rey, f�eJs heavy and is coJd to the touch, but you 
�ow far �o�e !f you know �hat if it is Jeft in a damp pJace it 
will rus�, if it_ •.s _stroked with a magnet it wiJJ become a 
mag net itself, if it 1s heated enoug h it wiJJ melt, and so on. In 
the same way, s�eing women _and men as they are now
shows us something ab�ut their natures, but in order to 
have a better under�tan�1ng we �houl d have to know how
they would respond 1n d,fferer:it situations, and in particular,how each sex would respond in the other "'s environ t This is a thing which cannot be found out ju t b 

men ·

work. Some men are inclined to think for in ts Y g
h
ues�

f
-

d h 
· c . , s ance, t at 1 women ha t e capacity 1or genius mere di'ff, · Id h b erences 1n en':1ron�ent wo�f 

nodt av
)� I e�n enough to account fortheir having man1 este so 1tt e 1n the course f h. 

r · · 
h r b · h 

O ,story· their in1enonty must t ere1ore e 1n erent. But th' . , 
IS JS not
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reasonable. It is impossible to s�y in _advance how anything
will respond to a totally new situation. Anyone who had
always lived in the tropics, and known water only as a clear 
liquid which e�aporated w�en heate�, could not possibly 
have guessed without experience that 1t would become solid 
when it got cold enough. Men who think that women have 
little potential may be similarly mistaken. The only thing 
we can do when we want to find out the nature of anything 
is systematically see how it reacts in different environments. 
This can be done either by deliberately varying the environ
ment and seeing what happens (which is the principle of 
scientific experiment), or, where this is impossible (as was 
the case with astronomy until recently), watching for natu
ral variations in the environment and noting their effects on 
the object being studied. The reason why it is important for 
feminists to study history and anthropology is that knowing 
how women acted in different times and under different 
circumstances gives us a greater understanding of their 
natures than seeing them only here and now. 

This is a kind of work which must be carried forward 
with care and perseverance if we are to find out about the 
raw material we have to work with in planning our ideal 
society. And in the meantime we can certainly argue stren
uously that traditional ideas about women and their differ
ences from men are founded on totally inadequate evidence, 
and ought to be regarded with systematic scepticism. 

3 • VESTED INTERESTS

Recent discoveries of the extent and significance of system
atic differences in environment between men and women 
art indeed enough to prove that most of the evidence people 
thought they had about the natures of men and women is 
totaUy inadequate to support the usual conclusions. How
ever, it is important to realize that that is all they do. We 
may know that traditional views are almost cenainly wrong, 
but it does not follow that we know which views are right. 
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When we find that environmental differtnces between tw 
things arc probably enough to _accou�t for their appcarin; 
to be different from each other, u certatnly follows that they 
may be intrinsically alike in n_ature, b�t no� that they 
ccnainly art. For i�stance, the difference 1n s�cial expecta
tions of the behaviour of men and women is enough to 
account for the fact that women show emotion far more 
readily than men do; even if they _were precisel>: the same by 
nature this would account for different behaviour. It docs 
not, however, prove that they are the same by nature. 
Perhaps women really are by nature more inclined to show 
emotion, as well as being socially encouraged to do so. Or 
again, the fact that women have, during most of history, 
been forced by their biology (and men) to spend nearly all 
their time in the care of small children is a perfectly sufficient 
condition of their having made relatively little impact on the 
history of the world; if men had had to do the same they
would not have had time for other things either. However, 
it does not follow that men and women have the same
inherent capacities. Perhaps women are inherently different;
perhaps nature made them less interested in other things to
ensure that they would be sufficiently inclined to care for
their children. 

Of course our ignorance is lessening. In several areas we 
have made a great deal of progress, and have certainly shown 
that women are capable of acquiring skills traditionally 
tho�ght beyond them, as so?n as they are given the oppor
tu_n:ty_. In the ":lost complicated areas, however, dealing with innate desires, temperament and so on it is very
difficult to find o�t how different men and wo�en are. Inthe first place! social customs arc so deeply entrenched that there arc relatively few natural variations 1·n env· e h d . I . 1ronment w can watc , an manipu aunfi society for the f . . . . pu ose o expenment 1s difficult. W � stt I do not ohen have th1J'chance
to see men and women in each other's situat· E h rli ·a1 . th" . . ions. ven w ere supe c1 movement 111 1s d1rcct1on d 

f · d 0es occur where, or instance, men an women take on kinds f k 
commonly associated with the other sex, there is 

�=-�or 
a um1t to
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what sue� experiments can show, because of more subtle
things which a�e much harder to change: attitudes, expecta ..
tions, conventions and all the rest. And as weJl as all this
ther� is the �roblem t�at sin�e we know already that many
significant differences 10 environment went unnoticed for a
very long time, we are bound to suspect that there may be 
ones which we are missing still. Although our knowledge 
has progressed a good deal, the fact remains that our ignor
ance is still vast . 
. . Furth�nnore, it �s l?erhaps �orth pointing out, this pos
ition of ignorance 1s 1n pnnc1ple as bad from the point of 
view of knowing about the nature of one's own sex as 
knowing about the nature of the other. Women are hardly 
in a better position than men to know about the nature of 
women. Of course they have more opportunities for study, 
and have fewer (or perhaps different) prejudices to contend 
with, but the theoretical problem is still the same. A person's 
nature is not something that person can find out just through 
introspection. To know your own nature, as to know the 
nature of anything else, is to know how you would react in 
different situations, and, as has been said already, much of 
the scope for the study of psychology lies in the fact that 
people can be mistaken about how they will react to new 
situations, and which elements of the situations they are in 
at present are producing which of their present reactions. 

For now, therefore, and presumably for a long time to 
come, we have to accept that our state is one of considerable 
ignorance. Knowledge of ignorance is itself a kind of know
ledge, however, and anyone who is trying to gain an .under
standing of people in order to see how to arrange society for 
their benefit does better to work on the basis of that than on 
the basis of outright error. 

This being so, we now have to accou�t for �hat_ must be
regarded as a puzzling phenomenon. It is that 1n spite �f �he
undoubted extent of our ignorance, there are many f em1nists
who speak about the natures of men and women as thou�h
much of the truth about them were already known; an� in
spite of the fact of the importance of knowledge for planning
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the ideal society, many of them actuaJly seem to resist theevidence which might assist towards that knowJedge. There
must be very few feminists, for instance, who would even
admit to considering the possibility that women might on
the whole be less capable of works of genius than men: for
most feminists, the inherent equality of the sexes in all such 
matters is part of the official doctrine. Many feminists seem 
to assert with absolute confidence ( depending on the kind of 
feminist) that children do not need their mothers, or that 
women's sex drive is inherently equaJ to men's, or that the 
pain of childbirth stems from adverse social attitudes, or 
that women are inherently better rulers than men, appar
ently quite unshaken by the lack of any really hard evidence 
about such matters. Some feminists, like the one referred to 
in the last chapter, 3 are so committed to their beliefs that 
they are unwilling even to look at evidence which might 
tend to dislodge them. And no doubt there are stiH feminists 
who actually resist accepting evidence which forces itself on 
their attention, as the early feminists Angelina Grimke and 
her husband Theodore Weld seem to have done:4

Angelina had a history of gynaecological trouble, which Weld 
referred to as the 'accide�ts' which weakened her ... this phrasing
may have been an evasion, for 'accidents' could be viewed as 
providential, while gynaecological disorder would have to be 
admitted as a sex-linked source of trouble that might complicatetheir ideology. 

(This is a particularly_ i�teres_ting illustration because it long
pred_ates . any feminist impulse towards deliberate 
1rrat1onahty.) 

If the elimination of prejudice is of such 1·m r 
d. f · h portance 1or the foun 1ng o utopia, _w Y should feminists act like this?Why should they sometimes seem to have vested · 

believing some things rather than others even
inhtereshts !0

· k b J · · ' t oug 1n doing so they r1s e 1eving what is false? 
One possibility is the motive attributed earl' 

h d d . . b 1 · . ier to men who a veste interests 1n e 1ev1ng cenain thin s b the nature of women. It has always been politicaU g a
f 

out 
. Y use ul to 
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men to argue that women are by nature suited to the posit" in which m�n .have k�I?t them, _and feminists could pres::�ably have s�nular p�ht1cal �ot1ve� for persuading peof.le to believe vano�s. things which might not be true. I , forinstance, feminists wanted wome� to ha�e power irrespectiv� of h?":' well they �o�ld use 1t, then 1t would cenainlybe 10 their interests to 1ns1st that women were well suited tohold power. If they wanted to make sure that women had
the careers they wanted, no matter what effect that had onanyone else, it would be .to their advantage to argue thatchildren came to no harm through being left in creches allday, whether they did or not. 

However, even though that might account for somefeminist carelessness about evidence, it is not somethingwhich should be gone in for by a movement which issupposed to be concerned about justice. Feminists do not
want to do the kind of thing they have always criticized men
for doing. And furthermore even if they did want to disre
gard justice, or even if they could occasionally argue that
justice demanded their having other people deceived or
confused about what the truth was, there could still be no
possible advantage in being wrong or confused themselves. 
If feminists' woman-advancing projects are going to bring
about economic collapse or generations of deprived children
that is cenainly a thing it is important to know about, even
if they decide not to care. And above all, feminists can have
no conceivable reason for hiding truths about women from
themselves. If, for instance, they pretend to themselves that
�naecological disorders do not exist, the on�y consequ�nce
will be that they make no provision for putting them nght,
and perhaps force women who do in fact suffer_ from th�m
to pretend they do not, or feel guilty about letttng the side
down. 

No doubt there are dozens of psychological e_xplanatior_is
of. why people should be determine_d �o b�heve c_ertain
things about themselves. Wishful thinking 1s certainly a
large factor. Most of us would rather think that the fault f�r
our failures lay in our stars and circumstances rather than 111
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ourselves. There. is also the f�ct th�t people seem on the
whole to dislike 1ntelJectual d1srupt1on, and have a strong 
attachment to beliefs to which they have professed commit
ment, or on the basis of which they . have been working. 
Such matters as these no doubt come 1nto the explanation. 
There does, however, seem to be one aspect of the feminist 
form of fact-evasion w�i�h is especially_ worth commen_ting 
on. It is that many f em1n1sts seem to think that the f em1nist 
case depends on the facts about the natures of men and 
women. As one feminist said recently, 'if we aren't saying 
that men and women are inherently equal, what are we 
saying?' And since the idea that the whole existence of 
feminism depends on what is true about men and women is 
so widespread, not only among feminists but also among 
their opponents (who maintain the opposing 'facts' with 
equal passion and usually even less justification) more 
should be said about the matter . 

• • THE ISSUE OF THE NATURAL

Of course if feminism really did depend on beliefs about 
matters of fact, and those turned out to be mistaken we 
should simply have to accept that feminism should be 
aban_doned. -�e must cenainly take that attitude to any 
specific fem1n1st dem_and whose justification does· depend on �h� truth of/articular f roposjtions. If, for instance, fem1n1sts dema!1 that equa numbers of men and women should occ�py important positions because they believe the�exes to be inherently equally competent to hold them, and1t turns out later that_ they are not equal, then that demandmust be dropped. If 1t turns out that ch1'Jdre Jd h · ' h h d n wou come to arm 1n crec es, t e emand for creches m t A d 'f. . d h I . us go. n l it 1s argue t at some se ect1on process mu t b f · 
b · · · ·1 s e un air ecause 1t gives priv1 eges to more men than wo d . h th t b I b. . men, an 1t t en turns out a Y pure Y o Ject1ve criteria 
than women should have been chosen the accu rno�e men 
unfairness must be dropped. ' sations of 
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However, although so much is certainly true whatap� to be �ually cenain is that many peo�le dosenously overestunate the extent to which feminism de�ds on the facts about the natures of men and women and that this is "!'hy p�sions �� so high when the fac�come under cons1deranon. Femm1sm, as it happens by nomeans stands or falls according to whether wo�en areinferior to men, or equal to them, or superior to them, inany or all respects.
In �e 6_rst place, the strongest o� the feminist arguments

about 1ust1ce for women have nothing whatever to do with
the extent to which men and women are alike or different by
nature. They concern the socially contrived differences of
situation of the sexes, which have put women in an artifi
cially worse position than men, and which have nothing to
do with which sex is better off by nature. Feminists often
lose a great many points to their opponents by letting
themselves get embroiled in debates about whether women
or men are superior by nature, because there are ·many
contexts in which we could even concede the opposition's
highly dubious assertions about the nature of women and
still win the feminist point. This is most important. People
who try to challenge the very existence of fem in ism by talk
of maternal instincts or inherent male dominance are either
deliberately fogging the issue or just confused. In neither
case ought they to be allowed to get away with it. 

However, there is no need to elaborate arguments along
that line here, since thev will be dealt with fully later on.
The important matter f�r the rest of this chapter is another
way in which people commonly overestim�te t�e �orce of
matters of fact in feminism. It comes of their thinking that
finding out the natures of things tells us far more than it
actually does about the course society ought to pursue. 
Facts about the nature of men and women do not on their
own make it clear what. the institutions governing their
relationship and social position ought to be. . 

Suppose for instance that women are at a senous d1s�d
vantage to 'men because' the female flesh is heir to more ills
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than the male. That, certainly, is a thing which ought t be
known . by anyone going in for 1;1topia design. But !

h should 1t follow that because of this weakness (if they h Y
it) women are unfit to hold power? We could equally ;;u
draw precisely the opposite conclusion, and say that we must not allow this natural weakness to put women at a 
disadvantage or deprive the world of the benefit of their 
abilities, and must therefore put great effort into gynaecol
ogical medicine. And suppose that men are naturally domi
nant because of the miraculous testosterone of which we 
hear so much these days. 5 Why should feminists be reluctant 
to admit it, or anti-feminists to think that it clinches their 
case? Even if men are naturally inclined to dominance it 
does not follow that they ought to be allowed to run 
everything. Their being naturally dominant might be an 
excellent reason for imposing special restrictions to keep 
their·nature under control. We do not think that the men 
whose nature inclines them to rape ought to be given free 
rein to go around raping, so why should the naturally 
dominant be allowed to go around dominating? One of the 
functions of society is to protect its weaker members. 

The reason why it is important to know about what 
people are like when trying to achieve the best possible 

· society is only that we need a clear view of the material there
is to work with. Knowing about the material does not

determine what ought to be done with it. What we decide to 
try to do depends on our values, and facts and values are 
separate things. Or, as many philosophers have put it for a 
long time, 'ought' cannot be derived from 'is': statements of
value cannot. be deduced from statements of fact. Achieving 
the ideal society depend� on t�e separate activities of work
ing out values and experime!1t.1ng to find out facts. 

All this reinforces the original conclusion that feminists 
should not think that they have a vested interest in discov
ering the facts to be one way rather than another. However 
the idea that once you know t�e nature of something yo�know what ought to happen to 1t, and that if it is the nature
of women to bear children they ought to bear children, or if
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men are by nature inclined t? ag�ression they ought to be
given full scope to be aggressive, 1s so deeply ingrained that
something m�re_ should be said about it. In order to get the
matter c�ear 1t 1s necessary t� cut thr<?ugh a panicularly 
thorny bit of u�dergro�h �h1ch has, s�nc� the �awning of 
ideas of women s emanc1pat1on, been lying 1n wait tQ entan
gle th� forces of both sides in its c<?ils. It is the issue of what 
is or 1s not natural, a matter which must be put in order
before anything else is attempted. 

Roughly, the position is this. The traditional view of the 
nature of women, and the idea which has been constantly 
used in arguments to resist feminists, is that women ought 
to be in the position which society has ordained for them 
because it is their nature to fit that position. Women are by
nature, it is said, inclined to the bearing and care of children, 
and to live in a relatively confined sphere, in need of the 
protection of men, and so on. And since this is so, to alter 
the present social arrangements, which allow for all this, 
would be to go against nature, and in doing so invite 
disaster. 

Of course feminists have never accepted that, and they 
very early found themselves in a position to produce strong 
counter arguments. As they began to have some understand
ing of the extent to which the so-called nature of woman 
was environmentally produced they replied that it was not 
by nature that women were so different from men, but by 
contrivance. Women are not by nature petty, vain, or 
domesticated: if they are like that now it is because men 
have made them so. 'What is now called the nature of 
women', Mill wrote, 6 'is an eminently artifi�ial thing - the 
result of forced repression in some directions, unnatural 
stimulation in others.' The fact that men think this hothouse 
product _is of nature's doing rather than their _own

7 

is only 
beca�se it is what they are used to. So Kate M1ll�tt says of 
Ruskin and his defence in terms of nature of his separate 
spheres for men and women that he has 'deliberately con
fused the customary with the natural', and as Mill said in 
another passage from 1ne Subjection of Wom�n', 1 'So trUC
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is it that unnatural generally means only uncustomary 
The subjection of women to men being a universal cust� · 
any departure from it quite naturally appears unnatural., rn, 

The opposition, however, refuses to be persuaded, and
these arguments are countered (wh�n they are countered 
with anything more than stout dental) by allegations that 
there are of course natural differences between men and 
women, even though there may be a few socially induced 
ones as well. They cannot all be environmentally produced. 
Maternal instinct, it is argued, cannot possibly be socia11y 
acquired: it is a natural characteristic, and one which fits
women for a different social position from men. Recent 
discoveries about hormones have reinforced this line of
attack. Even though very few things in this area are by any 
means established beyond doubt, conservatives have been

very eager to add such evidence as they think there is (with, 
of course, a little amplification here and there) to their 
armoury. 

Debates along these lines, which must in one form or 
another be familiar to nearly everyone, seem when reduced 
to their essentials to take this form. Everything has (the 
underlying agreement between the opposing camps seems 
to be) a true nature; a form which nature intended that it 
should have, but away from which it can be forced by alien
influences. Second, everything ought to be as nature in
ten�ed b�cause, as Mill said (in another essay, 'On Nature', 
which will be ref erred_ to � good �eal in the next few pages'), 
'That anr,,

�ode of thinking, feeling or acting is "according
to nature 

, 
1s usually accepted as a strong argument for it5

�oodness. About those ma_tters the two sides appear to be
in agre�m�nt. What. t�ey disagree about is what is naturalfor anything, an� it_ 1s to settle this matter that a1J thearguments about mstmcts, hormones and sociall · dcharacteristics make their appearance. 

Y acquire 
Once the issue is reduced to its essentials i·n th· 

h . b b · th is way furt ermore, 1t ecomes o vious at arguments \Vhi h
, 

the idea of the natural are even �ommoner than might 
c 

6
use 

'gh be th d · aJ · · at rst 
51 t appe�, cause ey are i enttc 1n mtention ,vjth a1J
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the talk of distorti�n, def?�ation and artificiality which so commonly occurs 

.11? ferrurust contexts. In all these cases, as
in the case of explicit arguments about what is natural it isimplied that w��en are be�g made into something which, 
in some se�se, tt 1s not their real nature to be, and that this 
new form 1s b�d. The examples of this are endless. JulietMitchell, for instance, says that women's liberation 'as
sumes the distortion of everybody's life and potential today' 
un<ler capitalism. 10 Shulamith Firestone argues that all forms 
of the biological family have caused 'specific psychosexual 
distortions in the human personality'. 11 Germaine Greer 
says 'In order to approximate those shapes and attitudes 
which are considered normal and desirable, both sexes 
deform themselves. '12 And John Stuart Mill writes 'no other 
class of dependants have had their character so entirely distorted from its natural proportions by their relation with
their masters'� 13 

All this is, of course, an extremely brief sketch of a 
complicated position. However, it is deliberately so. 
Although it would in theory be possible to discuss the 
problem of the natural by considering all the contexts in 
which it arises in feminism, analyzing each one of them 
individually, that will not be attempied here. For reasons 
which will soon be evident, that way madness lies. Instead 
it will be much better to head straight for the centre of the 
problem of the natural in its own right, and return to the 
context of feminism later. 

5 • AN ANALYSIS OP THE NATURAL

It has been said that the two sides in feminist disputes about 
the natural seem to agree that there is indeed a natural ��te 
for women to be in and that the natural state, whaiever it 15,

is good. Both sides' think that the real thing is better than the 
travesty which (from the feminist point of vie�) men �ave
m�e _of women, or (from the tradi�onal point of view)
femuusts are now trying to produce. Smee, then, the area of
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disagreemen� is about _what is n_atural, perhaps we should
begin by trying to decide what 1t means to say that some
thing is in its natural s�t�. 

The best way to begin 1s probably to l�ok at the kinds of

argument p�ople l?ro_duce when they are tryin� to prove that 
something 1s not 1n its natural state. Something of this has

been suggested already. Usually what people seem to do is 
point to the existence of environmental influences of one 
son or another, which are supposed to have been the cause
of the brainwashing, conditioning, or other distonion in 
question. Feminists, for instance, often try to seek out the 
male influences in the present ... day female character, ob
viously with the idea in mind that to get the real female the 
alien male influence must be eliminated. Outside feminism 
people very often insist that an opinion or taste is not really 
yours if it is possible to point to other people who influenced 
you in some way. 'You only think that because your parents
do', they say, or 'you have been indoctrinated by trendy 
schopl teachers', seeming to imply that the real you would 
not nave thought such things, and that your appearing to 
think them is the effect of some outside thing which has 
nothing to do with what you really are at all. All of which 
suggests that for a thing to be its real self its characteristics 
and �esi!es must stem �ntirely from its.own nature, without 
outside influence. (This, presumably, accounts for wanting 
to find out �he nature of something to assist in arguments 
about what 1s natural for it.) 

�owever, a! soo� as thi� is said the absurdity is obvious.
If natt�ral for '?r according to the nature of, something
me�s �hat whi�h. stems from its nature alone, withoutoutside influence , 1t follows that noth"n ·bJ b ·nal E h. . 1 g can poss1 y e 1 a natu

h
r sta

d
te,-

fl
veryt ing is always in some environmentor ot e�, � 1n uenced by other thin 5 aU h . Wh everything is must be a product of it 

g _t e time. at 
and the environment it 6 d · If 

. 5 own inherent nature n s ttse in s th . . £ •na tural' cannot possibly be• · fl · 0 e cnterton 1orunin uenced' A if per impossibile we could imagine 50 
•. nyv.:ay, even 

of the reach of any other influence 
. methin� entirely out 

, it wouJd st1U not provide 
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an account of a natural state which would suit the require
ments of people who want to argue about what is natural for
things, because if this were what it meant for something to
be natural, the natural could hardly count as good. If your 
pursuit of natural woman, for instance, led you to try to 
suspend her in empty space away from all influences, she 
would just die. 

It follows, therefore, that no sense can be made of rec
ommending what is natural if by that is meant what stems 
only from the nature of the thing in question, with no 
influence from anywhere else. Therefore, presumably (since 
it is always influences of one kind or another which are 
blamed for distortions) it must only be some influences, and 
not others, which produce what is unnatural. Some environ
ments must be all right. We must, therefore, try to find a 
definition of 'natural' which allows for this, and at the same 
time makes it clear why the natural is to be recommended. 

The issue of what is natural and why it should be counted 
as good is one which has often been discussed by philos
ophers, three particularly well known discussion$ being 
those of Hume, Mill and Moore. 14 All three of these writers 
come to the same two main conclusions. The first is that 
'natural' can mean a good many different things. The second 
is that according to none of these possible meanings can the 
natural be taken as any guide at all for distinguishing good 
from bad. If these accounts are compressed and their essence 
extracted, what appear& is something like this. 

In the first place, 'natural' can mean everything that 
happens in the natural world, everything that is not miracu
lous or brought about by the supernatural. However, if that 
is taken to be the meaning of 'natural', the recommendation 
to act naturally is quite useless, because it is impossible to 
do anything else. Besides, even if we were not part of the 
natural world and had it in our power to act either naturally 
or supernaturally, why should it be considered good to act 
naturally? The natural world contains quite as much evil as 
good. It cannot be used as a way of distinguishing the two. 

The second common interpretation takes the natural to 
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be that which is opposed to the human, that which 'tak 
place without the arency, or without the voluntary esd· · I ' 15 B · · r an mtent1ona agency o man . ut as a cnter1on ror decjd· 
between one line of _activity and an�ther, th�t is as useless� 
the nrst. The first 1ncJuded all actions; this one seems to
exclude them all. It is obviously self-defeating to recom
mend that anyone should/ o/Jow an instruction to act with-• • • • • • 
out conscious 1ntent1on, s1nce consciousness is needed to 
follow instructions. If this account of acting naturally is to 
be of any use at all, therefore, it must be interpreted Jess 
stringently, and taken to mean something like 'act so as to 
alter the natural world as Jitde as possible', 'act only by 
impulse and instinct, without reasoning', or 'act so as to 
make minimum use of speciticaJly human abilities, concen
trating only on the minimum necessary for the sustenance 
of life'. However, although it would be possible to fo11ow 
any of these instructions there is apparently once again not 
the slightest reason why anyone should. To quote Mill

again, 'the very aim and object of action is to alter and 
impr�ve na�re', 16 and 'AU praise of civilization, or art, or 
contnvanc� 1s so much dispraise of nature ... •J7 Could 
an�o.ne seriously mean to argue that aJJ specifically human 
a�ttv1ty was bad, and everything else better? 1 t is an absurd 
�1ew. At the very least, it is quite obviously not one which
1s held by �nyonc who recommends that women should do
or be what 1s �atural. It would ruJc out equally all household 
crafts and child care on the one hand, and all following ofculture and �areers ,on the other. It cannot be that.What else 1s left? Follow nature' might M .11 d be taken by some people to mean s· , als , J k

s
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te f' b · , B h . imp y ta e note o nature, o 
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se�e 1t • 
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ut t at 1s equally good advice whether
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g to
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o �ood or to do eviJ. Or it might mean copy nature, ut t at 1s no use either A · . . 

'In sober truth, nearly aJI the things wh. h
gain as Mill sa1d, 

or imprisoned for doing to one another 
Jc men are han

g
ed

day performances. ' 18 Nor is it any goodre nature's every· 
with another of its common meanings 'n to take 'natural'
that cannot distinguish good froni bad o,:maJ' or 'usual'; since, as Hume
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said, 19 according to that criterion 'perhaps virtue will be
found the most unnatural'. We seem forced to conclude 
there£ ore, that in no readily understandable sense of th; 
word 'natura!' does there seem to lie any reason at all for
acting according to nature rather than against it. 

Why then should anyone ever have imagined there was 
anything at all to be said for acting naturally? The answer to 
the q�estion must be �e� c�m�licated, in�olvi�g as it must
the history of mankind s 1ntncate relationship with the 
universe and understanding of it, but one or two suggestions 
can be made. 

To do this the question of what is to count as natural must 
be approached from what might be called the other end. We 
have so far been considering definitions of 'natural' which 
make it more or less clear how to act naturally, but according 
to which any consistent attempt to do so would be absurd. 
Perhaps the recommendation to act according to nature can 
be better understood by forgetting these definitions for the 
moment, and thinking instead in terms of the consequences

of acting according to nature: seeing natural behaviour as 
that which brings about a certain result. 

An account of one deeply entrenched set of attitudes to 
nature which would explain a recommendation to act 
according to nature is given by Passmore. 20 Mankind has, 
during most of its existence, tended to regard nature (where 
nature is seen as that which is 'human neither in itself nor in 
its origins') as in many ways like human beings, with desires 
and intentions of its own, and capable of being influenced 
by argument and entreaty in the way that people are. This 
view of nature is one which has been officially rejected for 
two thousand years, but2 1

the ordinary countryman was harder to convince tha.t natural
processes cannot have intentions .... As late as the nineteenth 
century German foresters thought it only prudent to explain to a 
tree they were about to fell exactly why it had to be cut down. �n 
Ibsen's Wild Duck Old Ekdal is convinced that the forest wdl 
'seek revenge' for h;ving been too ruthlessly. thinned; in �uchn�r's
Woyzeck a countryman explains the drowning of a man 1n a nver 
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by telling his companion the river had been seeking a victim for a

long time past. 

When such an attitude � this prevails there i� no doubt at all

why it is bad to act against natur�: t� do so 1s to off end the

natural world, and therefore 1nv1te revenge. Passmore

thinks that even though consciou_sly held vi�s of this son

vanished a long time ago they still exert an mfl uence, and

that in recent ecological literature ideas of nature,s having its

revenge for people's misdeeds has more to it than just

metaphor. It does certainly seem to be true that when people

talk about upsetting the balance of nature they are not

referring to just any changes made to the natural world, but
only to those which will have unwelcome consequences. 

A second reason why people think that they should act 
according to nature seems to stem from what Popper caHed 
'a stage at which both natural and nonnative regularities are 
exp��enced as expressions of, and as dependent upon, the 
dec1s1ons of man-like gods or demons'. �This view is char
�cte�stic of Christianity as well as primitive religions. The 
idea !s more or le�s that mankind, along with a1J the rest of 
creat�on, 

_
was designed. for a cenain purpose in the scheme 

of. thmgs, the laws which control the actions of inanimate 
things and those w�ich govern the proper behaviour of 
people are the same 1n ki d · h h l . 
h 
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appears in su�h ideas a.s that if G�d had meant us to fl h would have given us wings. As Mill said, 2• 

Y e 
the cha rge of presumptuou sly attempting to defeat th d · f·u 

• 
h f . 

e es1gns O Providak
ence s.u 

h 
r�tatns e�ohug 

tho lb �ri�inal force to be thrown in
as am f

ewe
l 
ig �thong wit o er'! Jecttons when there is a desi re

to fi�d au t w1 any: new exen1on of human forethought and
contnvance. 

Some trace of it_ ev�n rem�ins amo�g peopl� �ho certainly
do not accept �t htera!l�, som�th1ng susp1c1ously like it 
seems to underlie a fem1n1st version of the wings and flying 
theme which appeared in a letter to the BBC: 'If women had 
been meant to wear bras, they would have been born with 
them., 

Finally there is a third idea, perhaps closer to modem 
feeling than either of the previous two, though less well 
rooted in tradition. It is connected with the Aristotelian 
theory that everything has a specific nature which it strives 
to fulfil; that as long as the essential parts of its nature are 
unfulfilled the individual has an active tendency to fulfil 
them, and the more it succeeds in doing that, the more 
perfect an individual of that sort it is. Putting it that way 
shows the connection of the Aristotelian view with some 
current ideas, but as it is most misleading as an account of 
Aristotle on nature (much too large a subject to embark on 
here), it is perhaps best to see the current view as one �n i�s 
own right. It is roughly that what is natural for someth1n� 1s 
th

at which is in accord with its nature in the sense of being 
conducive to its well-being, encouraging it. to flourish. 
There is no doubt that this is what is in the minds of many 
feminists when they talk about the prese�t �tate o� society_ as 
one which is not natural for women: it 1s 1ncons1stent with 
the nature of women in the sense that it leaves them unh�ppy 
and unfulfilled, and opposes deeply rooted charactenst!cs
y,hi�h_cannot be opposed withou� �a�age. And once agai;J
� this 1s what is meant by 'natural , 1t 1� clear why the nat�d
15 a thing to be recommended. �akin� people happy 
fulfilled needs no complicated jusuficauon. 
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We have then, as a result of this investigation, a clear id 
of why the na_tural is thought to be g�od. To do what:
natural according to �ny of �hes� three 1n t_erpretations is 

to 
bring about something which 1s recognizably good and
desirable. And here we come to the crux of the whoJ 

problem of the natural. A_cc�rding to t_he de�nitions of th:
natural given at the beg1nn1ng of this section, those of
Hume, Mill and Moore, once you had chosen which defi ..
nition of the many to go by it was more or less clear how to 

act naturally: you might act normally, or unthinkingly, or 
like an animal, or whatever. What was not at alJ dear was 
why you should do anythin.g of the �ort. Acco�ding to the

three accounts of nature which have JUSt been given, on the

other hand, it is not in the least difficult to understand why
one should act in accordance with nature, but we have the 
opposite problem. It is not at aU obvious how to do what is 
according to nature, and therefore good. We can teJJ only 
by trial and error what is going to upset the balance of 
nature, or bring down the wrath of God, or make people 
frustrated and unhappy. The only way to discover what is 
unnatural is to act unnaturally and discover that catastrophe 
follows. But then it is of course too Jate at least for that 

• 
25 

' 

occasion. In other words, the two kinds of account of
what _is natural �anno_t be brought together. 

This conclusion 1s no� just accidentally true of the 
accounts of the natural �h1ch have been illustrated here: it is
generally true .. There 1s no way of making the two endsmeet. We can 1f we want t · I h. h ak ·' 1 h 
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arguing wit� .the natural lies: it looks like a short cut. As long
as the defin1t1ons can by carelessness or calculated sleight of
hand be k�pt sufficient�y vague., it c�n be made to appear
that there 1s some definite way 1n which we can achieve all
the good things we want, without having to go through all
the complications of trial and error to find out how to
produce them. .

Of course there ts no such short cut, but people will 
persist in believing that there is. Consider, for instance, all
the recent propaganda in favour of the naturalness of breast 
feeding. To say that this is natural in the most obvious sense 
is to say, more or less, that it is what is done by apes and 
primitive people; what we would be doing if we had not 
invented �ottles and milk substitutes. But the subtle impli
cation of this is that breast feeding is bound to be best for 
both mother and baby. Now of course there is no doubt at 
all that it usually is the best thing for both, at least in the 
present state of technology: there is everything to be said 
for breast feeding whenever possible. The important ques
tion here, however, is whether it is good because it is in this 
sense natural: whether its being natural is enough to show 
that it is good. 

The answer is, of course, that it is nothing like enough, as 
can be shown very easily. In the first place, if we thought 
the natural (primitive) was always good, we ought to reject 
all advances of science as dangerous, whic� of �ourse w� d�
not. People who approve of breast feeding because 1t 1s

natural,, for instance, hardly ever fail to make full use of 
modern hygiene and medicine: it would not occur t? most 
of them to follow apes and Stone Age women when 1t cam_eto treating the baby's illnesses, which they should do,. 1£
they really thought the natural was alwa">':s �est. Then again, 
although breast feeding is usually best, it 1s not always so. 
The mother may not have enough milk, _or may �u�fer from
mastitis, and nature's way in situatio�s hk� that is JUSt to let 
the baby die, or leave the mother 1n pain. For thef!l t�e 
natural is far from best. (The only reason breast f eed1ng 1s

usually good is that nature has had a long period of natural 
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selection in which to develop breast milk by trial and erro 
The error� were the babi�s who d_ied. W ouJd they have bee:
best off with the natural, 1f anything else had been available> 
Nature's aims, in so far as it can be sai� to have any, have t� 
do with reproduction, not the prevention of suffering.) And 
finally, although breast milk may generally be best now 
there is not the sligh�est reason to_ presume that it alway;
will be, let alone that 1t must be. Science makes advances all
the time, and it is quite possible that one day we may find an 
artificial way of feeding which results in bonnier, bouncier 
babies than any mother's milk could produce. It is not 
inconceivable. And then mothers' milk, the natural thing, 
would no longer be best. 

Anyone who wants to argue that breast feeding is best

because it is natural must argue that the natural is always (or 
at least usually) best, and that cannot be done. Even people 
who claim that they think nature can do no wrong refute 
themselves by implication every hour of every day. If we 
know that breast milk is usually best, it is by ordinary, 
laborious investigation, comparing the naturaJ thing with all 
the alternatives (by all means making use of arguments about 
natural selection where appropriate). We know it is good
because we have found it to be so, not because it is natural. 
Anyone who thinks we know it by a direct inference from 
'natural' to 'g�od' is in great danger of keeping mistakenly 
to the natural 1n other contexts, where investigation would 
show beyond any doubt that it was not best at all. 26

Another rather similar example of mistaken arguing from
the natural came from a women's group called the EssexRoad He�th Group, talking on a BBC broadcast. Theywere arguing that the menopause should not be treaiedhormonally because, as they said, the menopause was natural an� 'happened to all women', and 'nature never does
anything without a reason'. 

Now of course the menopause is natural· al th · f h . 1n sever ra er 
obvious senses o t e word: tt does as th "d all 

. . . . , e group sat , ba�pen to women; it IS mcv1table, it is not a product ofsociety, and so on. However, the women c d d onceme seeme 
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to think that that on its. own was enough to show that the 
menopause could not of itself have any bad consequences, 50

that any there w�re must come from elsewhere. They
thought that the discomfort of the menopause must, since
the menopause was natural, come from the social situation
of women. 

Ho�ever, the�e is no _reason whatever to presume any 
such thing. Even 1£ evolution had good reason for producing 
the menopause ( a matter about which there are many theo
ries) we h�ve no reason to f r�sume that it would necessarily
have got nd of menopausa discomfort. However miserable 
it may have been for individuals there is no reason a priori to 
presume that biological fitness would have been enhanced 
by the elimination of the discomfort; the least of evolution's 
concerns must be the sufferings of animals past their repro
ductive years . Of course it might be possible to show
that menopausal discomfort was socially induced, but that 
would need a proof of its own. There is no justification 
whatever for presuming that because the menopause is 
natural in the sense of being primitive, inevitable, or what
ever, it is also in accord with the nature of women in the

very different sense of being congenial to them. The conse
quence of a blind faith that menopausal discomfort must be
socially induced might be to condemn generations of 
women to unnecessary misery while endless exl?eriments 
were made with social circumstances, all to no avail because
the symptoms had absolutely nothing t� do with �o.ciety. 
This sort of arg:uing from the natural 1s an unm1t1gated 
n:ienace. If the people who use the argu�ents come to the
nght conclusions, it is entirely by accident and for the
wrong reasons. 27 

. And finally, another line of the �ame sort, commonly
issuing from the anti-feminist camp, 1s the arfwnent t�at it
is natural for women to have children, and t erefore if we
encourage them to concentrate their attentio� eJse":hehe
they will only be unhappy and frustrated. The 

h
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unless we take care to keep men at bay or put ourselves 
the pill. However, that �as no�hing wha_tever to do with th:question of whether being �1thout children will leave us frustrated through the dissatisfaction of some deeply rooted instinct. As a matter of fact I can see no reason to presume that women must have an instinct to have children. Presum
ably our evolution would not have got far without our 
having both a sex drive and an instinct to look after the
children once they arrived, but since it was so long before 
people discovered that there was any connection between 
sex and children it is hard to see what an instinct to have

children could have been. But, once again, even if we could 
prove that women had an instinct to have children which 
would leave them frustrated if left unfulfilled, the proof 
would have to be a separate one. It cannot be made in a 
simple transition from one sense of 'natural' ('what would 
happen in a jungle') to another ('what makes women 
satisfied'). 

These are decisive examples, but once the issue is made 
cl ear a whole wasteland of half-formulated ideas of the same 
sort comes into view, showing that even when the confusion has no clearly definable consequences it is often nevertheless there, lurking in the �ackground to leap out when it gets the ch�nce. There are hints throughout feminism in tones ofvoice and turns of phrase._ Read any account, for instance,of the (suppo�ed) early existence of matriarchies, primitivecommunal child care, or the (agai·n sup d) f a · 1 · pose use o orn -ment 1n ear y society only for ceremo · J d t 
£ 

• d n1a purposes an no 1or attracting men, an see whether it i 'bl · h 
View that the feminists who s possi e to resist t eare recomm d · h of thing are implicitly backing th · en ing t ese sorts e1r recom d . . h the suggestion that these things ar m�n at1ons wit 
being early or primitive. Or conver:e;atural in the sense of
tones of disapproval whenever the su ' wa�h for the subtle 
some characteristic or convention or

gges�al
on appears that 

f . d h soc1 st . product o society, an not t e son of th. ructure 1s a 
among apes. It is often har� to pin dow��gi;ou would find
there are generall y other things which mi h ecausc as usualg t be rneant, but
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there is no dou�t about the pervasiveness of the idea. It is
therefore most unporta!1t to m�ke the position clear. As 
long as the �a�ural and It� associated confusions remain in
the air, f emin1sts may mistakenly pursue what is in some 
sense natural, but is not in the least natural in the sense of 
being congenial to the nature of women, and likely to make 
them happiest.

6 • ESCAPING THE TRAP

This is not a complete philosophical account of the natural, 
but that does not matter for our purposes because what it 
does do is provide an adequate formula for dealing with the 
natural whenever it rears its head in argument. It always 
appears as a powerful weapon, but as long as we understand 
why it has that appearance it is not difficult to deal with. Let 
us review the situation. 

In the first place, the meaning of 'natural' is variable, and 
the situation is probably much worse than Hume, Mill and 
Moore suggested when they said that the word had many 
meanings, and so was multiply ambiguous. It seems far 
more likely that the way to analyse the concept is along the 
lines first outlined by J. L. Austin in his discussion of 
'real', 28 and later extended by Roland Hall to include a good 
many other words, which he called 'excluders'. 29 Very 
roughly, 'natural' seems to work something like this. It has 
a general meaning of 'without intervention', 'without inter
ference', 'without influence' or some such thing, but it does 
not mean without any influence - totally uninfluenced. 
Whenever the word is used it implies the absence of some

particular influence or range of influences, and what that 
influence is is determined entirely by the intentions of the
speaker in a particular context. This means that what is to 
count as natural or unnatural is entirely context dependent, 
and therefore that'the list of meanings of the word 'unnatur
al' is as long as the list of things which might be considered 
interferences in some context or other. In other words, it is 
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endless. It .is far wo�se �han a simple matt�r of ambi
gu

i
ty oreven multipl� amb1gu1ty, where. th�re 1s a finite list of 

meanings which could be deaJt with m turn. This is why it
would have been hopeless to tackJe the problem of the 
natural by considering all the contexts in which it appeared 
in feminism; there is no limit to them. On the other hand, of 
course, this is one of the reasons why the naturaJ can be 
made so much use of as an argument against the unwary; 
there is nothing whatever which cannot be counted as 
natural or unnatural in some context or other, and the 
ingenious manipulator of the idea can therefore prove any
thing at aJI to be unnatural, at wiJJ. If you are clever or 
muddleheaded enough you can even juggle with several 
meanings at once, and contrive to show that what your 
opponents want is unnatural whiJe claiming the things you 
approve of are natural, even though they may, in fact, be
unnatural according to precisely the same criterion. 

The second thing which makes the natural such an inva· 
luable tool of argument, apart from its infinite versatility, is 
the fact that the good connotations of 'natural' are so deeply 
entrenched that once anything has been said to be natural 
�here !s usually no need to produce a separate argument for 
!ts be1n� good. !}lat i� taken for granted. If someone saysn�tural th� au�1ence.1ust presumes 'good'. If they disagree
with what is be_1ng �aid they are more likely to argue about 
whether the thu:1g 1n question is really natural than about 
whethe� s�mething a�reed to be natural is in fact good. (At 
the beginn

d
ing of t�e discussion of the natural in this chapterI suggeste that this was what feminists oft d.d ) For these two reasons the 'd f h 
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None of �is is meant to imply that .whenever people talk
ibout what 1s natural they are_ necessa�1ly confused, let alone
practising calcul�ted deception . It 1s not even meant to
suggest that the idea of the natural ought to be removed
forthwith from our conceptual system, as nothing more
than a trap. However, there are morals to be drawn. The
main one ii that whenever a feminist finds that someone 
attacks her ideas with the accusation that whatever she is 
recommending is unnatural, the last thing she should do is 
carry on the debate in those terms and say that it is not she 
but her opponent who is wanting what is unnatural. Talk 
about the natural can always be translated into propositions 
which are unambiguous and discussable. When people claim 
that they want something because it is natural we can ignore 
that issue altogether and concentrate on the manageable 
questions of what they want to achieve (it may not be 
something we want at all) and why they think that the 
method they propose will lead to it. Those are clear areas for 
debate, and to keep to them avoids the possibility of having 
a good line of argument thrown awry by someone else,s 
treachery or confusion. 

7 • DIVERGENCE

There is one final aspect of the morass of ideas about the 
natural which deserves comment. It concerns the debate 
about whether men and women should be brought up to be 
the same or different in nature, and whether they should do 
the same or different kinds of work. 

At the basis of all the confused ideas people have about
the natural is the view that there is for ea�h individual a
proper line of growth and position in the world which
should not be interfered with, and that to know the natu.re
of something is to know what that proper line of growth 15•

T.raditionally it was thought that men �d women were
different by nature, from which it_ 

was 1nfe_
rred tha� they

ought to be brought up to be different: 1f we tned to
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interfere in this natural arrangement we shou.ld brin d
all kinds of disasters on ourselves. g 0"11 

Feminists, having found out that men and women � 
not nearly so different from each other at birth as j' 
had always supposed, hastened to reverse the crJ::� 
conclusion. Men and women were much the same by nature 
after all, so they should, therefore, be brought up to be 
much the same. However, we shaJJ never rout the enemy 
completely if we attack only the conclusions and leave the 
premises unscathed, and if feminists take this kind of line 
they are doing exactly the same as the traditionalists. Even 
though the two camps reach different conclusions, both are 
making the fundamental mistake of thinking that if you

know the nature of something (what it is like) you ipso faao 
know what is natural for it (what it ought to be like, how it 
should develop). 

This is false. As was said earlier, to know what women 
are like ( or what anything else is like) is to know only about 
potentwl. It is to know such things as that if you prick them, 
they will bleed, if you poison them , they will die, or if you

wrong them, they will be revenged. It is not to know that 
any of these things should or should not be done to them. If 
we know that men and women are different at birth that 
does not show that they should be kept different; if they are 
more or less the same that is not enough to show that they 
should be kept the same. Why should we not increase or 
decrease the differences? If women are born weaker than men, why should we leave them that way or make them stillweaker? Why should we not try to make them as strong asme:.;, 0� perhaps even make them stronger by deliberately
;�0.;�

g men? Facts and values, once again, are separate
However, we can tak th Throu bout this dis · e e matter further than that.>ug 
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knowledge of people's natures is enough to determ

ine
uniquely ho� th!Y sho_uld d�velop and what kind of society
they should live 1n. It is a mista�e to think that there can be
only one route to the best possible state of affairs or that 
there is a single best state of affairs at all, even once �ou have
settled what your values are. Why should there be? It is 
perfectly possible in �rinciple that if, for instance, a woman 
has several talents which cannot all be developed, she might 
be made �qually happ� by the �evelopment of any one of 
them, or indeed by being kept 1n a sheltered environment 
where she had no thought of using any talents at all. 
Knowle�ge of her nature and a desire to make her happy 
may not in themselves be enough to determine which direc
tion she should be encouraged to take. For this reason, 
whether men and women are born the same, or slightly 
different, or very different, we have the choice in any case of 
trying to make them more dtff erent, or less different, or of 
keeping the differences more or less the same. Furthermore, 
whichever oI these gentral policies we decide to adopt, there 
are still endless choices about the forms those samenesses 
and differences might take. In principle any number of them 
may be compatible with the greatest happiness for men and
women, or with maximizing whatever else we regard as 
most desirable. 

Of course it is impossible to prove that there really do 
exist totally different possible states of things which are all
equally good according to whatever set of values we adopt. 
However, whether or not it is true that there are, all we need 
for practical purposes is the lesser point that �ven if there is
only one ideal state of things, we cannot possibly �ow that
there is or what it is. And it is certainly not a thu�g t? �e
gathered by studying how alike men and women 1ntr1?s1-
cally are, because even if they are born more or less alike, 
the greatest happiness for both might,. for all we know, 
come of their being made radically d1ff erent from each 
other. 

There are several conclusions to be drawn fr?m all t�is.
The first is that it is necessary to throw out the idea, which
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bas plagued our culture for far too long, that the road 
salvation is �lear for all t� �ee, and that any<:>ne _who does n�� 
must be blind or pern1c1ous. No fem1n1st 1s entitled t 
presume that someone w�o doe� not go along with a particu� 
lar political programme _1s aga1nst women; femi nism may
legitimately take m�ny d1ff�rent forms. � ou do no� have to 
be a traditional sexist to think that there 1s something to be

said for different sexual conventions, or be determined to 
oppress women if you do not much take to the idea of test
tube babies. If feminism is a movement to find justice for
women it is not equivaJent to, for instance, a wish to 
eliminate or even minimize sexual differences, even though 
that might be one way to go about it. To forget that is to· 
invite bitterness and contention, and to see enemies where 
there are none. 

The second point is related to that one. There is a tend
e ncy for political controversy to run along two lines; for 
disputes to be either about matters of moral principles, or 
about matters of fact. The usual form of political debate is to 
try t_o show �hat your opponent is either steeped in moral 
turpitude or ignorant about the facts ( or, of course, prefer
ably both). J:Iowever, these are not the only areas in which 
scope for disagreement lies. Even if we had our moral 
principles completely worked out and agreed on, and even 
if we knew everything there was to know about the state of 
the world, we might still disagree about what to do because
our pde

ference� were different from each other's: Prefer
e!1ces 
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to as great an extent as possible, in order to proceed with
our programme of change with any hope of success. Never

theless, the knowledge we have of the natures of things in no
way dictates what use should be made of the raw material. It 
does not dictate our values, and even within a set of values 
there may be enormous scope for different routes to be 
taken. There may actually be several possible states of the 
world which are equally good. Even if there are not, how
ever, we cannot know that there are not. The choice in 
theory is bewildering. 

It is likely to remain so, and probably we shall never be 
able to do much better than set out on promising-looking 
paths and hope for the best. However, we can narrow the 
choice a little by going further into a discussion of moral 
principles. So far it has been presupposed that it is important 
to care about people's happiness. That seems beyond ques
tion, but now the very different and more difficuli ideas of 
freedom and justice must be assessed, and looked lt from 
the point of view of feminism. 
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